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Concepts and Definitions
• Authenticity: Genuineness of products and promises made by brands and 

companies wherein the thing in itself has value beyond its price, because it is 
“real” and difficult to replicate, leading to high degrees of brand loyalty.

• Archetypes:  Universally held social roles rooted in our biological make-up 
which frame our expectations regarding types of human behavior  (e.g.”Rebel”, 
“Mother”, “Hunter”, “Lover” etc.)  making possible iconic, global brands by 
transcending cultural, linguistic, and historical borders and imbuing brands 
with Authenticity.

• Brands: Promises made by brand managers to a market regarding a product or 
service, leading to consumer expectations of performance resulting in a 
mutually beneficial experience and often an emotional relationship, confirmed 
by consumer engagement and customer loyalty.

• Contagion: A psychological phenomena wherein people believe and act upon 
the notion that places or objects carry the essence of a brand’s or person’s aura 
which makes the place and/or object previously owned more authentic and 
thereby of greater value than comparable objects or places. 
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Tactics vs. Strategies: 
Current Reality
• Department stores are scrambling to survive; Brick N Mortar Category Killers 

are in a similar straight 
• Solutions such as On-line Platforms, Mobile B2C App’s, and Omni-channel 

Retail Models offered as the pivot for survival - only provide short term fixes!

• We submit the problem isn’t the business model, it’s the business culture!
• Business cultures without a Authentic Brand Identity anchored by an 

Archetype, reduce “strategies” to tactics and often degenerate into purely 
transactional operations, or “how much more can we sell today!”

• Tactically oriented businesses see business as a daily series of utilitarian 
transactions with consumers not as a series of emotional connections with 
customers. They tend to be brand atheists.

• Strategically oriented businesses tend to be relational seeing business as 
building and nurturing relationships by connecting emotionally with 
consumers and the marketplace. They tend to be brand believers.
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Brand Models
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Successful Business Strategies
• Successful brand focused consumer-centric companies are aware that 

neuropsychological dynamics, generating emotional connections, 
provide such a foundation and underlie their outsized performance

• They understand that: People chose brands that “mirror who they are, 
whom they think they are, or whom they wish to be”

• Brands become surrogates for people’s emotional needs and dreams and 
can enter into actual relationships with them - transactional retailers 
fail at Brand Building!
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Archetypes, Brand Narratives, 
and Authenticity
• Archetypes and their brand narratives (through neuropsychology) 

connect a brand to like-minded consumers, thus creating 
relationships and set the stage for feelings of Authenticity

• Authenticity is possible because Archetypes are natural and 
universal; they are in our DNA as human beings - they are not 
marketing ploys!

• Authenticity is perhaps the most important driver of brand loyalty 
and business success

• Especially for the Millennial cohort as well as the Baby Boomer cohort, 
the largest spending consumer segments!
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Archetypes and Leading Brand: 
The Quest for Intimacy
• In consumer surveys, brand loyalists use relationship language (feelings) 

not utilitarian language (logic) to describe how they feel about a brand 
purchase or experience, mirroring the brand’s Archetype

• A brand is “Authentic” to the degree that it “feels” genuine to its 
consumer; that is, it fits into the consumer's self-image and worldview

• Archetypes within, mirror Archetypes without!
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ARCHETYPES Hunter Everyman Magician Explorer Caregiver

EXAMPLES T.J. Maxx Levi Strauss Disney Louis Vuitton Nordstrom



Measuring and 
Communicating Value
• Authentic Brands communicate their “value” through:

• “Experiential” fulfillment beyond the product or service which becomes its 
core customer’s expectations through:

• Genuine brand narratives (True stories of a passion or a commitment 
leading to a business)

• Social consciousness/preservation that is embedded for authenticity in 
the culture i.e. “B” Corps, CSO’s (Chief Sustainability Officers), etc.

• A store’s operational culture and aesthetics/beyond its “environment”
• The process of creativity by which it brings things to market.

• Inform products/services, create new measures of value 
• Costing as per the cost sheets is no longer primary determinant of a 

product’s market price
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The Concept of Contagion
• Case Studies Confirm the Depth of the Brand Archetype/Consumer 

Loyalty Relationship
• Archetypes keep brands - and businesses - grounded in Authenticity, 

“Contagion”
• “Products made in the original factory and /or location are seen as more 

Authentic, and therefore more Valuable” 
• This results in a willingness to pay a higher price for the same product made 

elsewhere
• Findings confirm certain types of consumers display a greater “sensitivity”

and loyalty to these brand attributes, adding to its emotional anchorage and 
identifying a new cadre of Brand Advocates and Ambassadors
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Contagion Case Study: Levi’s
• Participants in this research were told through its brand narrative, 

about Levi’s heritage and then responded to questions regarding their 
propensity to purchase a particular pair of jeans

• All the locations below were said to manufacture the same style and 
quality of Levis jeans 

• Original factory (1906) on Valencia St. in San Francisco, CA
• Newer factory (1996) outside of the United States
• Newer factory (1996) in the suburbs of San Francisco

• Findings
• Consumers valued the “original factory” and distinguish it from the 

newer one in the same city 
• Consistent with the predictions made by contagion - that consumers 

value contact with a particular physical location rather than just the same 
geographic region 

• Consumers were willing to pay a higher price for the “authentic” 
brand product
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Contagion Case Studies:
Godiva and Louis Vuitton
• Participants evaluated two boxes of Godiva® gourmet chocolates and 

two black leather  Louis Vuitton® travel bags
• Products varied in manufacturing locations; but were otherwise identical 

• Chocolates modeled after Godiva; one factory in Brussels (original), one in 
Reading, PA (new)

• Travel bags modeled after Louis Vuitton; one factory in Paris (original), 
one in San Dimas, CA (new)

• Findings
• Participants viewed products from original factory as more authentic 

because they were thought to have acquired (or “absorbed”) the essence 
of the brand in ways that products manufactured elsewhere had not

• The genuineness of the product and therefore the Price/Value was seen as 
more acceptable.
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Contagion as Measures of Value
• Cannot be measured by traditional utilitarian metrics (i.e. lowest price, 

what’s on sale)
• Needs to be measured by emotional metrics (i.e. feelings of genuineness and 

connectiveness that transcend the transaction and/or the thing itself)
• Explains why a $20.00 sweater owned by Marilyn Monroe sells for $40,000
• What would Tiger Wood’s putter fetch in today’s market?
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The Business Case is Compelling
• Products need not be unique (Levi’s 501 Jeans!)
• Contagion Effects, therefore can be scaled
• Premium pricing can be realized, as added value has been delivered
• The “Sensitivity” dynamic may provide likelihood of deeper and more 

enduring source and measure of consumer loyalty as in all these studies, 
certain personality types where identified (High Sensitivity Toward 
Contagion) as more likely to express the “Contagion Effect”. This 
creates a more refined measurement of who are customers are and how 
we might best engaged them on their own emotional terms.                 
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Conclusion: Prognostications
• Brand Managers need to ask: What Business Am I Really In” 
• “The Long Tail will get longer” – More successful niche businesses

• Brand imprints will appear on all functionalities of the business as niche 
brands seek to identify their Archetypes to intensify consumer connectors and 
increase differentiation

• Anchored by Archetypes & Authenticity, Contagion will drive brand imprints 
beyond  HQ, buildings & history, but also onto cities & towns, founders 
journey’s, memorabilia,  sometimes unrelated directly to product or service, 
find their way into brand narratives. Feelings Trump Logic!

• Virtual reality will transform brands into surrogate companions; personal 
avatars will abound now, not only for fit, but surrogates for conversations and 
research.  They will convey feelings!

• As an extension of Personalization and driven by technology, Sensitivity 
Analytics (Sensigraphics) will join Demographics, Sociographics and 
Psychographics and study feelings by facial expressions, eye movement, 
body heat and other virtual sources and be more productive than Big Data by 
validating “the whys” and nuances of consumer behavior. 
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